
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1) Implementation

This  project  consists  of  three  programs:  Arduino,  Ruby,  and  Android

application. Firstly, the Arduino is used to control sensors and send all the data to

the MQTT broker. Secondly, a ruby program named MQTThandler which is used

to  handle  all  the  messages  from  MQTT  broker.  The  MQTThandler  inserts

messages  to  the  MySQL server, read the number of  people from the  MySQL

server and publishes messages. Lastly, Android application is used to monitor the

data from the MQTT broker.

A) Arduino Programs

 Firstly, the Arduino needs to connect the internet access point. It is used to

send data  over the internet.  After  Arduino connected to  the access  point,  then

Arduino  connects  to  the  MQTT broker.  This  project  uses  the  “mosquitto”  in

ubuntu  server  as  the  MQTT broker.  Arduino  will  attempts  to  connect  to  the

MQTT broker. When it cannot connect to the MQTT broker the red led will turn

on to identify that the Arduino cannot connect to the MQTT broker. If the Arduino

successfully  connects  to  the  MQTT broker  it  will  turn  on  the  orange  led  to

identifying that Arduino already connects to the MQTT broker.

Furthermore, the Arduino program will count people in and out using two

infrared sensors.  This program will  count people in  and out after  passing two

infrared sensors. People count as to come in if people caught the first sensor and

second sensor at the end. If only passes the first sensor and returns, the program

would not count the people because it's not a valid move. 
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Illustration 5.1 is the flowchart to makes the arduino code to count people

in and people out in the laboratory. The programs to count people in and out is

save the first state, the previous state, and current state.

Illustration 5.2 is the example of the people move that will count as a valid

move. The First thing it will save the first state. First sensor is 0 and the second

sensor is 1. Then every time the sensor 1 or sensor 2 have any changes status, the

current status and the previous status will be changed. It will calculate when the

object on the number 4 (2 sensors give the 0 value). The system will check if the

previous status sensor 1 and sensor 2 is same with the first move, the system will

the system will determine that the movement is invalid otherwise if it doesn't have

the  same  value  with  the  first  movement,  the  system  will  determine  that  the

movement is the valid move.

Illustration 5.1: Flowchart to count people

Illustration 5.2: Valid Move
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1. if  (obs1  !=  simpanstatesekarangobs1  ||  obs2  !=
simpanstatesekarangobs2) {

2.     if (statussimpanobs == 0) {
3.       simpanstateobs1 = obs1;
4.       simpanstateobs2 = obs2;
5.       statussimpanobs = 1;
6.       simpanstatesebelumobs1 = simpanstatesekarangobs1;
7.       simpanstatesebelumobs2 = simpanstatesekarangobs2;
8.       simpanstatesekarangobs1 = obs1;
9.       simpanstatesekarangobs2 = obs2;
10.       statuskeluarmasuk = 1;
11.     }
12.     else {
13.       simpanstatesebelumobs1 = simpanstatesekarangobs1;
14.       simpanstatesebelumobs2 = simpanstatesekarangobs2;
15.       simpanstatesekarangobs1 = obs1;
16.       simpanstatesekarangobs2 = obs2;
17.       simpanvalidasi=1;
18.     }
19.     if  (simpanstatesekarangobs1  ==  1  &&

simpanstatesekarangobs2 == 1 && statuskeluarmasuk == 1) {
20.       if (simpanstateobs1 != simpanstatesebelumobs1 &&

simpanstateobs2 != simpanstatesebelumobs2) {
21.         if (simpanstateobs1 == 1) {
22.           Serial.println("Keluar");
23.           client.publish(TOPICSIMPANLOGORANG, "keluar");
24.         }
25.         else {
26.           Serial.println("Masuk");
27.           client.publish(TOPICSIMPANLOGORANG, "masuk");
28.         }
29.       }
30.       else {        
31.           Serial.println("TIDAK VALID");
32.       }
33.       statussimpanobs = 0;
34.       statuskeluarmasuk = 0;
35.       simpanstateobs1 = 0;
36.       simpanstateobs2 = 0;
37.       simpanstatesekarangobs1 = 1;
38.       simpanstatesekarangobs2 = 1;
39.       simpanstatesebelumobs1 = 0;
40.       simpanstatesebelumobs2 = 0;
41.       simpanvalidasi=0;
42.     }
43.   }

That  is  the code of the program for count  people.  It  will  calculate  the

people go in, go out, or invalid. If people go in, it  will print to the serial and
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publish message “masuk” to “project/simpanlogorang” topic. If people go out, it

will print to the serial and publish message “keluar” to “project/simpanlogorang”

topic.

Secondly, the Arduino will send the message every 12.5 seconds. It used to

publish the temperature and the humidity data to 'project/sendandroid' topic. The

data  is  separate  with  @  to  identify  between  temperature  and  humidity.  The

example message is “27.2@68”. It means that 27.2 is the temperature and 68 is

the humidity. Example code: “client.publish('project/sendandroid','27.2@68');”. It

will  send  to  the  MQTT  broker  with  'project/sendandroid'  as  the  topic  and

'27.2@68' as the message.

Third, the Arduino will publish the temperature data to the MQTT broker

every 1 minute.  The function  will  publish the data  to  “project/simpanlogdata”

topic. Data will separate with @ to identify between temperature and humidity.

B) MQTThandler.rb

MQTT handler is the program that use to handle all  the MQTT data from the

Arduino. MQTThandler needs to make a connection to MQTT broker and make a

connection to the MySQL server. This program will subscribe to all topic that

same  with  Arduino  publish  topics.  There  are,  “project/sendandroid”,

“project/simpanlogorang”, and “project/simpanlogdata”. 

• Project/sendandroid

When Arduino publishes to “project/sendandroid”, MQTThandler will handle the

data. This topic used to publishing all data to “project/temp1”, “project/humid1”,

and “project/jumlahorang”. 

44. elsif topic == 'project/sendandroid'
45. temphumid=message.split('@')
46. temp1 = temphumid[0]
47. humid1 = temphumid[1]
48. orang=0
49. data = client1.query("Select (select count(*) from 

log_orangmasuk where stateid=1 and
date(timedate)=curdate())-(select  count(*)  
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from log_orangmasuk where stateid=2 and 
date(timedate)=curdate()) as orang;")

50. data.each do |row|
51.      orang = row['orang']
52. end
53. client.publish("project/temp1",temp1)
54. client.publish("project/humid1",humid1)
55. client.publish("project/jumlahorang",orang)
56. end

Message from Arduino will be split to temp1 and humid1. The number of

people  gets  from  the  difference  between  people  in  and  out  from

“log_orangmasuk” table.  Temperature,  humidity and the number of  people are

published to "project/temp1", "project/humid1", and "project/jumlahorang".  

• Project/simpanlogorang

“Project/simpanlogorang” is the topic that used of saving the people in and out log

to MySQL server “log_orangmasuk” table. 

57. elsif topic == 'project/simpanlogorang'
58. if message == 'masuk'
59. statenum = 1
60. elsif message == 'keluar'
61. statenum = 2
62. end
63. client1.query("insert into log_orangmasuk 

  values(null,null,#{statenum})")

Arduino  will  publish  “masuk”  or  “keluar”  to  “project/simpanlogorang”  and

MQTThandler  will  save the people log to  “log_orangmasuk” table  in  MySQL

server (state 1 for people in and state 2 for people out). 

• Project/simpanlogdata

MQTThandler  will  save  all  the  data  to  MySQL  seerver  when  they  get  the

“Project/simpanlogdata” topic it will store in “log_data” in the database.

64. if topic == 'project/simpanlogdata'
65. data=message.split('@')
66. temp1 = data[0]
67. humidity1 = data[1]
68. orang=0
69. data = client1.query("Select (select count(*) from 

log_orangmasuk where stateid=1 and 
date(timedate)=curdate())-(select  count(*)  
from log_orangmasuk where stateid=2 and 
date(timedate)=curdate()) as orang;")
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70. data.each do |row|
71. orang = row['orang']
72. end
73. client1.query("insert  into  log_data

values(null,null,#{temp1},#{humidity1},#{orang})")

C) Android Application

Android Studio is the code editor used to create Android applications in this

project. This program will subscribe to several topics and print all data from

broker MQTT to the Android application. This data will be updated every 12.5

seconds.

74. public  void  messageArrived(String  topic,  MqttMessage
message) throws Exception {

75.    if(topic.equals("project/temp1")){
76.    temp1.setText(new String(message.getPayload())+"ᵒC");
77.    }
78.    else if(topic.equals("project/humid1")){
79.         humid1.setText(new String(message.getPayload())+"%");
80.    }
81.    else if(topic.equals("project/jumlahorang")){
82.     jumlahorang.setText(new  String(message.getPayload())+"  

   Orang");
83.    }
84.    DateFormat df = new SimpleDateFormat("HH:mm:ss");
85.    String date = df.format(Calendar.getInstance().getTime());
86.    lastupdate.setText(date);
87. }

Before subscribing topics, it needs to grant the internet access and install

the  MQTT library  on  the  Android  applications.  After  that,  we should  make a

connection  between  the  android  application  and  the  MQTT  broker.  After

connecting to  MQTT broker  android application will  give the toast  to  tell  the

Android user that the application already connected to MQTT broker. Next, the

android application will subscribe to several topics. There are, “project/temp1” is

the topic to get the temperature from the arduino sensor, “project/humid1” is the

topic to get the humidity of the DHT sensor, and “project/jumlahorang” is the topc

to get the number of people inside the laboratory. All the data will be printed to

the textview inside the Android application so we can monitor the temperature and

the number of people in the laboratory directly with android applications.
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Illustration 5.2 is the interface of the android application, the first image

indicates  the  temperature,  the  second  image  indicates  the  humidity,  the  third

image shows the number of people inside the laboratory, and the last image is the

latest update time. It will report last update time or last time the data subscribed

from MQTT broker to android application.

Illustration 5.3: Android application
interface
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5.2) Debugging

Debugging  is  a  way  to  monitor  a  program  running  properly  or  not.

debugging this time will be divided into 2 points. First, debugging on Arduino

uses a serial monitor with serial.println() function. Second, at MQTThandler.rb

with the terminal.

• Arduino

All  the  reports  on  the  connection  from the  access  point  to  the  MQTT

broker  will  be  printed  in  the  serial  monitor  using  serial.println()  command.

Illustration 5.3 is a serial monitor screen from the Arduino. “Connected to the AP”

is  the  message  when  android  successfully  connects  to  the  Access  point.

“Attempting MQTT connection” and “connected” are the message when android

successfully connects to the MQTT broker.

All the reports that give the information about the validating people in and

out. When it displays “People out” it means that Arduino validates one people that

Illustration 5.4: Wifi connection and MQTT broker connection

Illustration 5.5: Arduino calculate people in, out, and invalid
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go  out  from laboratory.  When  it  displays  “People  In”  it  means  that  Arduino

validates  one  people  that  go  into  the  laboratory.  “Invalid”  it  means  that  the

Arduino validates the invalid movement of people (some people canceled to go in

or to go out).

• MQTThandler.rb

Illustration  5.5  is  the  debugging  message  on  the  terminal  when  the

MQTThandler gets the data from “project/sendandroid” it will publish the data

again to receive in the android application.

Illustration  5.6  is  the  debugging  message  on  the  terminal  when  the

MQTThandler  gets  the  data  from  "project/simpanlogdata".  It  will  save  the

message to the MySQL server as the log data.

Illustration 5.7 is a debug message on the terminal when the program starts

and gets a message from the topic "project/simpanlogorang". The message is to

identify Arduino decisions about people's movements

Illustration 5.6: Debugging MQTThndler sendandroid

Illustration 5.7: Debugging MQTThandler
simpanlogdata

Illustration 5.8: Debugging MQTT handler
simpanlogorang
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5.3) Testing

This section will test the embedded systemm test the program and get all

the data from computer laboratory

Embedded System

 The data in this project is not very accurate, there are many factors that

make the embedded system is not accurate. There are:

1. The accuration of the sensor

Table 5.1: Counting system experiments

Attempts Action Result

1 Getting In Valid

2 Getting In Valid

3 Getting In Valid

4 Getting In Valid

5 Getting In Valid

6 Getting In Invalid

7 Getting In Valid

8 Getting In Valid

9 Getting In Invalid

10 Getting In Valid

11 Getting Out Valid

12 Getting Out Valid

13 Getting Out Valid

14 Getting Out Valid

15 Getting Out Valid

16 Getting Out Valid

17 Getting Out Invalid

18 Getting Out Valid

19 Getting Out Valid

20 Getting Out Valid
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From 20 attempts trial on the embedded system, there are 3 invalid movement. It

because the people that getting in is walk fast. It makes the sensors can't read the

movement. From the system it get the 85% accuration.

Accuration about the human error. Many activites that makes the data is

not accurate. There are:

• People  in  from Laboratory  1  and  out  from laboratory  2,  it  makes  the

number of people data is not accurate, it makes the number of people data

can be minus, otherwise if people go in from laboratory 2 and go out from

laboratory 1 is make the number of people data is invalid.

• people  who  enter  next  to  each  other  will  count  as  1  person,  because

sensors read the object in one side.

• People that will go in a row without space between each people will count

as 1 people.  Because the sensors read the change of the status of each

sensor.

Data

This data collection system runs from 22 October 2018 to 11 November

2018. There are 26340 data that collected every 1 minute. This is the example of

data.

Table 5.2: Example data

id timedate Temperature Humidity jumlahorang

32927 2018-11-14 13:18:33 27.8 60.1 19

32928 2018-11-14 13:19:32 27.7 60.3 19

32929 2018-11-14 13:20:32 27.7 60.6 21

32930 2018-11-14 13:21:32 27.7 60.4 22

32931 2018-11-14 13:22:32 27.7 60.3 21

32932 2018-11-14 13:23:32 27.7 60.6 21

32933 2018-11-14 13:24:32 27.6 60.6 21

32934 2018-11-14 13:25:32 27.6 60.7 21
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32935 2018-11-14 13:26:32 27.5 60.9 20

32936 2018-11-14 13:27:32 27.5 60.8 20

32938 2018-11-14 13:28:34 27.4 60.4 21

32939 2018-11-14 13:29:32 27.4 60.2 21

32940 2018-11-14 13:30:32 27.4 60.4 21

… … … … …

Table 5.2 is an example of data on October 22, 2018, from the MySQL

server. All data is obtained from Arduino. From the data, this project will analyze

the effect of the number of people on room temperature. The first column is the id

in the Mysql database, it just makes the selection in the query will easier. The

second column is the timedate, its indicate the time when the data inputted in the

table, the timedate is important for selection and makes the line chart, the third

column  is  the  temperature  in  the  laboratory  room,  the  fourth  column  is  the

humidity, and the fifth column is the number of people inside the laboratory room

in that time.

First,  data  will  be  grouped  by  the  number  of  people  and  find  the

temperature average from each number of people inside the laboratory.

88. select jumlahorang, avg(temperature) as temperature from
log_data  where  DAYNAME(timedate)!="Saturday"  AND
DAYNAME(timedate)!="Sunday" group by jumlahorang;

The query to find the average temperature from each number of people

inside the laboratory. Sunday and Saturday are not counted, because there are no

activities on Saturday and Sunday.
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Illustration 5.5 is the line chart from October 22, 2018, until November 11,

2018. This chart is the temperature change for each number of people. But the

chart is don't have an increasing pattern. In the second testing, all the data will be

grouped by the time of day. It will be grouped morning, afternoon and evening.

Morning start from 08:00 AM until 10:00 AM. The afternoon will start from 10:00

AM until 13:00 PM. The evening will start from 13:00 PM until 17:00 PM. All

data from 17:00 PM until 08:00 AM is not used because there are no activities in

the laboratory at that time.

89. select jumlahorang, avg(temperature) as temperature from
log_data where (TIME(timedate) between '08:00' AND '10:00') AND
(DAYNAME(timedate)!="Saturday" AND DAYNAME(timedate)!="Sunday")
group by jumlahorang;

The  query  for  the  morning,  afternoon,  and  evening  are  same.  The

difference  is  in  time values.  With that  query, it  will  select  only  data  between

Sunday and Saturday with the time as input on the query. All results data will be

converted to line chart, there are:

Illustration 5.9: Temperature Chart
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All  data  starts  from October  22,  2018,  to  November  11,  2018.  In  the

morning there are many points that go down and up, and if we look at the graph,

the overall  line increases from 0 people in  the laboratory to  45 people in  the

laboratory. When 22 people have the lowest temperature at 24.74 ° C and move

sharply around 27.8999 ° C. This is because there is a little data of 22 people from

October 22, 2018, to November 11, 2018.

On the afternoon chart,  the graph slowly increases from the number of

people from 0 to 38. So in this graph from 10:00 to 13:00 every day, the number

of people in the laboratory affects room temperature.

Illustration 5.10: Temperature Chart on the morning

Illustration 5.11: Temperature Chart on noon
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Of all  the illustrations  above,  there is  a  change in  temperature in  each

number of people in the laboratory, it  can be concluded that every number of

people in the laboratory affects the temperature in the room even if it does not

have  an  effect  of  100% to  room temperature.  there  are  still  many  causes  of

temperature changes that occur at room temperature.

Illustration 5.12: Temperature Chart on the afternoon
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